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The Target
David Baldacci

The mission is to enter one of the most dangerous countries 
in the world. The target is one of the toughest to reach. The 
result could be momentous - or it could be Armageddon. 
There is no margin for error. US government operatives Will 
Robie and Jessica Reel have to prove they are still the best 
team there is. But are they invincible when pitted against an 
agent whose training has been under conditions where 
most would perish? An old man is dying in an Alabama 
prison hospital, it seems there is one more evil game he has 
still to play. And it's a game which comes close to home for 
Reel and Robie. But this time the stakes might be way too 
high.

Macmillan • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447225294 $49.99

The Truth about the Harry Quebert Affair
Joel Dicker

August 30, 1975. The day of the disappearance. The day 
a small New Hampshire town lost its innocence. That 
summer Harry Quebert fell in love with fifteen-year-old 
Nola Kellergan. Thirty-three years later, her body is dug 
up from his yard along with a manuscript copy of his 
career-defining novel. Quebert is the only suspect. 
Marcus Goldman - Quebert's most gifted protégé -
throws off his writer's block to save his mentor from the 
electric chair. Solving the case and penning a new 
bestseller soon blur together. As his book begins to take 
on a life of its own, the nation is gripped by the mystery of 
'The Girl Who Touched the Heart of America'. But with 
Nola, in death as in life, nothing is ever as it seems. Joël 
Dicker's phenomenal European bestseller is a brilliantly 
intricate murder mystery, a hymn to the boundless 
reaches of the imagination, and a love story like no other. 
Nothing you've read or even felt before can prepare you 
for The Truth about the Harry Quebert Affair.

Maclehose Press • HB • Crime & Mystery

9780857053091 $49.99

The Axeman's Jazz
Ray Celestin

New Orleans, 1919. As a dark serial killer - The Axeman -
stalks the city, three individuals set out to unmask him . . . 
Though every citizen of the 'Big Easy' thinks they know who 
could be behind the terrifying murders, Detective Lieutenant 
Michael Talbot, heading up the official investigation, is 
struggling to find leads. But Michael has a grave secret -
and if he doesn't get himself on the right track fast - it could 
be exposed . . . Former detective Luca d'Andrea has spent 
the last six years in Angola state penitentiary, after Michael, 
his protégée, blew the whistle on his corrupt behaviour. 
Now a newly freed man, Luca is back working with the 
mafia, whose need to solve the mystery of the Axeman is 
every bit as urgent as the authorities'. Meanwhile, Ida is a 
secretary at the Pinkerton Detective Agency.

Mantle • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447258865 $49.99

Vanishing
Gerard Woodward

This is the story of Kenneth Brill, a naive boy and equally 
naive young man, growing up on a farm outside London. 
His theatrical father is a figure of extremes: he has lost a 
fortune by investing in prosthetic limbs for a war that 
happened too late, has killed his dwarfish music hall 
partner in a knife throwing incident (unfortunately he 
discovered that he had a skull with the strength of an 
eggshell only after a dart had penetrated it). He has 
made his fortune by controlling the manure supply for the 
market gardens outside London, but by the beginning of 
the book he has seen the confiscation of his land by the 
government in order to allow the wartime expansion of 
Heathrow airport.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780330518642 $49.99

The Unwitting
Ellen Feldman

Betrayal comes in many forms . . . At the height of the Cold 
War, words are weapons and secrecy reigns. These are 
challenging times to be a writer and a wife, as Nell 
Benjamin knows only too well. One bright November day in 
1963, the dazzling young president arrives in Texas and 
Nell receives a phone call that overturns the world as she 
knows it. In the shocking aftermath, whilst America mourns, 
Nell must come to terms with both a tragedy and a betrayal 
that shatters every illusion of the man she thought she knew 
better than anyone else. Resonant, illuminating and utterly 
absorbing, The Unwitting is about the lies we tell, the 
secrets we keep and the power of both truth and love.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447223146 $39.99

Biblical
Christopher Galt

Something is happening around the world. People are 
having visions, seeing ghosts, witnessing events that 
could not have taken place. At first, the incidents are 
scattered and infrequent, the visions unremarkable: 
things looking out of place, people catching sight of 
something out of the corner of their eye; others glimpsing 
old friends or relatives whom they know to be dead. But 
as time goes on, the visions become more sustained, 
more vivid. More frightening. Psychiatrist Dr John 
Macbeth has his own demons to fight, but - as the mass 
delusions become visions of apocalyptic scale - he finds 
himself in a desperate race to find what is causing the 
phenomenon. When his own brother, a leading physicist, 
is murdered in a bomb blast, Macbeth's quest for the 
truth becomes much more personal.

Quercus • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781780874807 $49.99
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What You Want
Constantine Phipps

Patrick is still in love with his separated wife. Returning 
with their son after a trip to an amusement park, he begs, 
one last time, to reconcile with her. When she refuses, he 
is driven to thoughtless desperation: a bottle of sleeping 
pills, a bottle of whisky. And in his dying dream, he revisits 
that theme park of childish desire. There he finds the 
landscape - still garish and indulgent - has evolved. The 
attractions are religion, money and sex. The characters -
costumed and acted - are transformed into Jefferson, 
Xunzi, Aristotle. And their purpose is to instruct Patrick in 
the pursuit of happiness throughout human history. But 
Patrick can only answer with his own story.

Quercus • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781848664340 $49.99

Sealed With A Kiss
Rachael Lucas

Kate is dumped on her best friend's wedding day by the 
world's most boring boyfriend, Ian. She's mostly cross 
because he got in first - until she remembers she's now 
homeless as well as jobless. Rather than move back 
home to her ultra-bossy mother, Kate takes a job on the 
remote Scottish island of Auchenmor as an all-round Girl 
Friday. Her first day is pretty much a disaster: she falls 
over, smack bang at the feet of her grouchy new boss, 
Roddy, Laird of the Island. Unimpressed with her townie 
ways, he makes it clear she's got a lot to prove. Island life 
has no room for secrets, but prickly Roddy's keeping 
something to himself. When his demanding ex girlfriend 
appears back on the island, Kate's budding friendship with 
her new boss comes to an abrupt end.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447267027 $24.99

Shot Through The Heart
Matt Cain

Mia Sinclair is the First Lady of Love, a beautiful film 
goddess known across the globe for her romantic roles. 
But in reality life does not imitate art and love is not as 
easily found in the real world as it is in the movies. Leo 
Henderson is the Brit living in L.A, loving the lifestyle and 
photographing the stars - mostly when they least want to 
be photographed. When Mia meets Leo, the sparks fly. 
But is dating a paparazzi the biggest mistake of her life? 
And how will she cope when Leo becomes jealous of her 
friendship with co-star Billy Spencer, the hottest actor in 
town but a man hiding a secret he's worried could destroy 
his career? Shot Through The Heart is Matt Cain's debut 
novel, a Hollywood tale of romance, heartbreak and the 
lengths some will go to maintain that unblemished movie 
star image.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447238294 $24.99

The Voices
F. R. Tallis

In the scorching summer of 1976 - the hottest since 
records began - Christopher Norton, his wife Laura and 
their young daughter Faye settle into their new home in 
north London. The faded glory of the Victorian house is 
the perfect place for Norton, a composer of film 
soundtracks, to build a recording studio of his own. But 
soon in the long, oppressively hot nights, Laura begins to 
hear something through the crackle of the baby monitor. 
First, a knocking sound. Then come the voices. For 
Norton, the voices mark an exciting opportunity. Putting 
his work to one side, he begins the project of a lifetime - a 
grand symphony incorporating the voices - and becomes 
increasingly obsessed with one voice in particular. 
Someone who is determined to make themselves heard . . 
.

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447236023 $24.99

Murder
Sarah Pinborough

Dr Thomas Bond, Police Surgeon, is still recovering from 
Jack the Ripper's depredations when he haunted the 
streets of London - and a more malign enemy hid in his 
shadow. Bond and the others who worked on the 
gruesome case are still stalked by its legacies, both 
psychological and tangible. But now the bodies of children 
are being pulled from the Thames . . . and Bond is about 
to become inextricably linked with an uncanny, undying 
enemy.

Jo Fletcher Books • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781780872346 $49.99

The Investigation
Philippe Claudel

The Investigator is despatched to a provincial town to 
investigate a disturbing spate of suicides among the 
employees of The Firm. But from the moment he steps off 
the train, he finds that everything is against him, from the 
hostile weather to the town's bewildering inhabitants. Cold, 
hungry and humiliated, always one step behind, he finds 
himself in a recurring nightmare that waking cannot break. 
And yet his resolve never falters: he remains determined 
to find the only man he can hold to account - The Firm's 
legendary but elusive founder.

Maclehose Press • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780857051578 $24.99

Black Sky, Black Sea
Izzet Celasin

1977. Poised between the secular values of socialism and 
the conservatism of a tenuously balanced government, 
Istanbul is a fractured city haunted by demons of its own 
making. Along with thousands of other left-wing activists, 
Oak's interest in politics leads him to join the annual May 
Day rallies. There he encounters Zuhal, a fearless girl with 
a gun. As battles rage between nationalists and socialists, 
Oak witnesses the violent suppression of dissident 
minorities by his fellow citizens. The bewitching Zuhal 
begins to shape his ideals, bringing him face to face with 
disillusionment, and death.

Maclehose Press • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781906694838 $24.99

The Spies
Luis Fernando Verissimo

A frustrated publisher receives a mysterious angst-ridden 
manuscript: "a friend" must send it in installments; its 
contents would put the author in danger. As he pieces 
together the story, he learns that the author is the wife of 
one of the two Martelli brothers - gangsters who dominate 
a small town in the Brazilian interior. Surely her dark 
outpourings are a cry for help? One by one, he dispatches 
his motley collection of friends to Frondosa - a town totally 
obsessed with five-a-side football - to investigate and to 
bring her to safety.

Maclehose Press • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780857051141 $24.99



Winters in the South
Norbert Gstrein

As ethnic tensions escalate into war, Marija returns in confusion to her native Croatia - call 
it a mid-life crisis. She soon takes up with a young soldier, but her age does not give her 
the least power over him. On the other side of the world, her estranged father is gearing up 
to enter the fray, raising the cash to raise an army. Exiled to Argentina, he has been 
waiting for this moment since 1945. But war is a young man's game, and even his closest 
comrades cannot be trusted. If the Old Man is to meet his daughter again it will be in a 
world altered beyond his understanding, where the only soldiers he commands are in his 
head.

Maclehose Press • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781849164047 $24.99

A Mersey Mile
Ruth Hamilton

In 1955 Scotland Road residents fear for their futures when government plans threaten to 
demolish their road and tear apart their community. Polly's Parlour cafe is the centre for 
action, where strategies are formed to fight back. But when local priest Father Brennan 
attacks little Billy Blunt, minds are instead turned to vengeance. Frank Charleson, business 
entrepreneur turned local hero after saving Billy's life, finds himself increasingly fond of 
Polly Kennedy. But his past won't leave him. After his mother's harsh behaviour towards 
his previous wife, can he put Polly through the same?

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780230763272 $49.99

The Queen's Dwarf
Ella March Chase

A richly imagined, gorgeously written historical novel set in the Stuart court featuring a 
unique hero: Jeffrey Hudson, a dwarf tasked with spying on the beautiful but vulnerable 
queen. It's 1629, and King Charles I and his French queen Henrietta Maria have reigned in 
England for less than three years. Young dwarf Jeffrey Hudson is swept away from a 
village shambles and plunged into the Stuart court when his father sells him to the most 
hated man in England - the Duke of Buckingham. Buckingham trains Jeffrey to be his spy 
in the household of Charles' seventeen-year-old bride, hoping to gain intelligence that will 
help him undermine the vivacious queen's influence with the king.

St Martin's Press • HB • Historical Fiction

9781250006295 $39.99

Gwendolen
Diana Souhami

"I was winning until I met your gaze . . ." Gambling at the roulette tables of the Kursaal, 
Gwendolen Harleth glances up to meet Daniel Deronda's arresting stare. Striking, selfish 
and willful, she is at that moment the mistress of her destiny. Thirty years on, the flawed 
heroine and true protagonist of Eliot's last great novel writes her confessional to the man 
whose ever-imagined gaze has prevailed throughout her life. The egotism, naiveté and 
sensitivity of her blazing youth is evoked with bittersweet wisdom; a passionate 
remembrance of the events leading up to the marriage that broke her spirit, and the loss of 
the man who broke her heart. Moving, original and elegant, this is a bravura re-imagining 
of the life of one of English literature's most multi-faceted and contradictory heroines.

Quercus • HB • Historical Fiction

9781782063520 $44.99

Boys and Girls
Joseph Connolly

Susan wants another husband. Which comes as a shock to the current one. "But not 
instead of you, Alan, my sugar - as well as. You see?" Yet once Susan has brazenly 
commandeered her boss's rich, elderly hand, Alan finds himself curiously cherishing the 
company - sharing wife, whisky and other, odder peccadilloes. Indeed Susan is forced to 
root out alternative amusements - and with their teenage daughter copying her 
disintegrating moral code, the complex machinery of their lives soon begins to break down. 
Joseph Connolly plunges the reader into a tumultuous medley of inner monologues with 
keen, unabashed relish; exposing marital bedroom and male bonding in this biting, 
excruciatingly funny observation of men, women and adolescent girls.

Quercus • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781780877228 $49.99

It Can't Go On
Joseph Connolly

The moment he spots Maria's long legs at a party, Jeremy knows he's done for. The 
moment she sees that look in his eyes, Maria knows she's in for a free ride. The moment 
she twigs Jeremy's sneaking around, his wife Anne thinks she knows he's having an affair 
with Nan - their nanny. And chucks Jeremy out. Like dropping a grenade into a pond, this 
sets off a ricochet of concentric calamity that changes Jeremy's life; and those of Anne, 
Maria, Nan, Max, Hugo and everyone else they know; leaving them in disarray, washed up 
or exactly where they were before. In razor-sharp comic style, Joseph Connolly sets up his 
characters like pawns in a devilish chess game, prodding them towards war, conquest, or 
merely in ever-maddening circles.

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782067023 $24.99

Stuff
Joseph Connolly

A successful day for Emily - interior designer and total bitch - is throttling her husband 
Kevin and tormenting his best friend Raymond to their mutual satisfaction. A good day for 
Raymond is venting his frustrations on Emily's fine form and getting a glimpse of her even 
finer daughter Shelley. A tolerable day for Kevin is just avoiding Emily - until he meets a 
surprising young woman who sees through his dim wits to the kindly man beneath . . . 
Emily's a maelstrom of malice, but there's only so far she can push Kevin and Raymond 
before the storm finally breaks. Stripping the veneer of pretension and civility, Connolly's 
thrillingly repulsive characters are unveiled through breathless interior monologue to reveal 
the genuine and grotesque urges that drive them all into a violent climax.

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782067030 $24.99

Jack the Lad and Bloody Mary
Joseph Connolly

London, 1939. Mary and Jack. In love, unmarried and happy. Until the outbreak of the 
Second World War. Jackie, ever the lad, is bent on escaping conscription, but the contacts 
he makes drag him ever deeper into a dangerous criminal underworld. Yet it is Mary who 
undertakes the most surprising transformation. Despite striving for normality, she must 
confront a set of choices that will lead to a backstreet abortion and an unexpected 
vocation. With every tone and cadence of this novel, from wireless to air-raid siren, 
Connolly conducts with masterful hand and compassionate grace the voices of a once 
hopeful working class couple - now blitzed, battered and breaking into a desperate new 
dawn.

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782067047 $24.99

Super Shred: The Big Results Diet
Ian K. Smith, MD

The diet that works faster and forever! Using the same principles - meal spacing, snacking, 
meal replacement and diet confusion - that made his SHRED a major #1 bestseller - Dr. 
Ian has developed what dieters told him they needed: a quick-acting plan that is safe and 
easy to follow at home, at work, or on the road. It's a program with four week-long cycles. 
The SHRED system never leaves you hungry. It's a completely new way to lose weight, 
stay slender, and feel fantastic about your body, mind and spirit! Includes more than 50 all-
new recipes for meal replacing smoothies and soups!

St Martin's Press • HB • Fitness & Diet

9781250044532 $39.99

Working With Emotional Intelligence
Daniel Goleman

In his phenomenal bestseller, Emotional Intelligence, Daniel Goleman mapped the 
territory where IQ meets EQ, where we apply what we know to how we live. Spending over 
a year on the New York Times bestseller list, Emotional Intelligence provided the evidence 
for what many successful people already knew: being smart isn't just a matter of mastering 
facts; it's a matter of mastering your own emotions and understanding the emotions of the 
people around you. Now, in Working With Emotional Intelligence, Goleman shows why 
emotional intelligence has become the new yardstick for success for CEOs and junior hires 
alike. Drawing on both unparalleled access to business leaders and in-depth research, he 
documents that star performance in every field depends more on emotional intelligence 
than IQ or technical skills.

St Martin's Press • CD • Popular Psychology

9781559277006 $29.99

The Yorkshire Shepherdess
Amanda Owen

Amanda Owen has been seen by millions on ITV's The Dales, living a life that has almost 
gone in today's modern world, a life ruled by the seasons and her animals. She is a 
farmer's wife and shepherdess, living alongside her husband Clive and seven children at 
Ravenseat, a 2000 acre sheep hill farm at the head of Swaledale in North Yorkshire. It's a 
challenging life but one she loves. In The Yorkshire Shepherdess she describes how the 
rebellious girl from Huddersfield, who always wanted to be a shepherdess, achieved her 
dreams.

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • Memoirs

9780283071966 $49.99

Coming Up Trumps: A Memoir
Jean Trumpington

In this characteristically trenchant memoir, the indomitable Jean Trumpington looks back 
on her long and remarkable life. The daughter of an officer in the Bengal Lancers and an 
American heiress, Jean Campbell-Harris was born into a world of considerable privilege, 
but the Wall Street Crash entirely wiped out her mother's fortune. Leaving school at fifteen, 
without ever taking an exam, the young Jean Campbell-Harris was sent to Paris to study 
art and both French and German, but two years later, with the outbreak of the Second 
World War, she became a land girl - on a farm owned by Lloyd George, a family friend -
but she soon changed direction, joining naval intelligence at Bletchley Park, where she 
stayed for the rest of the war.

Macmillan • HB • Biography: General

9781447256779 $55.00

Call the Doctor
Ronald White-Cooper

Ronald White-Cooper may have worked as a doctor in London's slums and tended to 
badly wounded men on the Western Front, but when he arrived in Dartmouth in 1920 to set 
up as a GP he found himself facing some unique challenges. From the normally reliable 
midwife convinced she was being haunted to the retired colonel suffering mysterious fits, 
from the farmer who insisted rubbing in Bovril had cured his bad back to the young girl 
dying of tuberculosis, all his medical skills were put to the test. Ronald initially he did his 
rounds on horseback but gradually the world changed, bringing not just cars but 
innovations like antibiotics which were to change medicine for ever.

Pan • PB • Biography: General

9781447252122 $24.99

Wild Food
Roger Phillips

Wild food is all around us, growing in our hedgerows and fields, along river banks and 
seashores, even on inhospitable moorland. In this definitive book, hundreds of these plants 
are clearly identified, with colour photography and a detailed description. Roger Phillips 
also gives us fascinating information on how our ancestors would have used the plant as 
well as including over 100 more modern recipes for delicious food and drinks. From 
berries, herbs and mushrooms to wild vegetables, salad leaves, seaweed and even bark, 
this book will inspire you to start cooking with nature's free bounty.

Macmillan • HB • Trees, Wildflowers & Plants

9781447249962 $55.00



One Way Out
Alan Paul

One Way Out is the powerful biography of The Allman Brothers Band, an oral history 
written with the band's participation and filled with original, never-before-published 
interviews as well as personal letters and correspondence. This is the most in-depth look 
at a legendary American rock band that has meant so much to so many for so long. For 
twenty-five years, Alan Paul has covered and written about The Allman Brothers Band, 
conducting hundreds of interviews, riding the buses with them, attending rehearsals and 
countless shows. He has interviewed every living band member for this book as well as 
managers, roadies, and contemporaries, including: Gregg Allman, Dickey Betts, Jaimoe, 
Butch Trucks, Warren Haynes, Derek Trucks, Oteil Burbridge, the late Allen Woody, Jimmy 
Herring, Eric Clapton, Bob Weir, and many others.

St Martin's Press • HB • Biography: Arts & Entertainment

9781250040497 $44.99

Some Desperate Glory
Max Egremont

2014 marks the hundredth anniversary of the outbreak of what many believed would be the 
war to end all wars. And while the First World War devastated Europe, it inspired profound 
poetry - words in which the atmosphere and landscape of battle are evoked perhaps more 
vividly than anywhere else. The poets - many of whom were killed - show not only the 
war's tragedy but the hopes and disappointments of a generation of men. In Some 
Desperate Glory, historian and biographer Max Egremont gives us a transfiguring look at 
the life and work of this assemblage of poets.

Picador • HB • History

9781447241997 $49.99

Good Working Class Stock: Reminiscences
Dennis Skinner

Dennis Skinner, the famed Beast of Bolsover, is adored by legions of supporters and 
respected as well as feared by admiring enemies. Fiery and forthright, with a prodigious 
recall, Skinner is one of the best-known politicians in Britain. He remains as passionate 
and committed to the causes he champions as on the first day he entered the House of 
Commons back in 1970. In an age of growing cynicism about politicians, the witty and 
astute Skinner is renowned as a brightly burning beacon of principle.

Quercus • HB • Memoirs

9781782061564 $0.00

Good Working Class Stock: Reminiscences
Dennis Skinner

Dennis Skinner, the famed Beast of Bolsover, is adored by legions of supporters and 
respected as well as feared by admiring enemies. Fiery and forthright, with a prodigious 
recall, Skinner is one of the best-known politicians in Britain. He remains as passionate 
and committed to the causes he champions as on the first day he entered the House of 
Commons back in 1970. In an age of growing cynicism about politicians, the witty and 
astute Skinner is renowned as a brightly burning beacon of principle.

Quercus • TPB • Memoirs

9781782061571 $39.99

Golazo!
Andreas Campomar

¡Golazo! recounts the story of Latin American football: the extravagantly talented players; 
pistol-toting referees; bloody coup d'états; breath-taking goals; invidious conspiracies; 
strikers with matinee idol looks and a taste for tango dancers; alcoholism; suicide and 
some of the most exhilarating teams ever to take the field. But it is also gripping social 
history. Andreas Campomar shows how the sport that started as the eccentric pastime of a 
few ex-pat cricket players has become a defining force, the architect of national identity 
and a reflection of the region's soul.

Quercus • HB • Ball Games

9781780870366 $49.99

True Stories from World War I
Peter Hepplewhite

A collection of twelve fantastic, true stories about war in the air and on land during World 
War I - including the growing importance of aeroplanes in the war, German bombing raids, 
the terror of the zeppelins, life in the trenches, the tragedy of Gallipoli and a daring escape 
from a prisoner of war camp during WWI.Each story is preceded by an introduction that 
gives the story its place in history and is followed by brilliant fighting facts. Packed with 
maps, illustrations and black and white photographs, this is an incredible collection of 
stories about the First World War.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • True stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781447256298 $14.99

My Football Buggy Buddy
Melusine Allirol

A young boy plays with his bouncy ball. How far will he kick it, and who will score a goal? 
With bright simple illustrations and a rhythmic bouncy rhyme, this book is sure to be a 
winner with little footballers. The handy buggy buddy strap can be used to attach it to 
buggies, highchairs or carseats - perfect for babies on the go!

Campbell Books • Baby Books

9781447265993 $12.99

Nancy Drew Diaries #1
Stefan Petrucha and Sho Murase

Nancy stars in a horror movie about a monstrous River Heights urban legend - but is it 
really an urban legend? And will Nancy, Bess, and George live long enough to find out? 
Plus, it's double trouble for the world's greatest teen super sleuth in "Writ in Stone!" A 
sweet young boy Nancy has often babysat has gone missing, and while Nancy picks up 
the trail, a historic stone marker that may prove the Chinese discovered America before 
Columbus is stolen! Can Nancy solve two baffling mysteries at the same time, with all of 
River Heights watching?

Papercutz • PB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781597075015 $19.99

The Itty Bitty Kitty Committee
Laurie Cinotto

The skinny on itty bitty kitties, from a real-life Kitten Wrangler! What do kittens eat? Why do 
they love to play? How should you hold a kitten? Can you train them? Or do they train 
you? This photo-heavy, breezy-yet-informative guide book for middle-grade readers and 
up comes from the hugely popular Itty Bitty Kitty Committee website. It's full of useful 
information about kittens as well as funny stories about the many kitties the Itty Bitty Kitty 
Committee has fostered over the years. The author is the site's mastermind, Laurie 
Cinotto, who brings years of practical kitten experience to bear. She's joined by another 
pre-eminent expert on raising kittens - Charlene Butterbean, Laurie's permanent adult cat.

St Martin's Press • PB • Pets (Children's / Teenage)

9781596439375 $19.99


